Treatment of Mediterranean Basin Fever Using Vibrational Herbal Medicine
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Abstract

Mediterranean Basin Fever is the name given to an ailment that afflicts people living or from the Mediterranean Sea Basin. It is characterized by intestinal disorders, pains, a slight fever and discomfort. It was believed to be genetic and runs in families. In some instances it was believed to be Crohn's disease, and was treated as such. However, during our examination of the first patient, the energy characteristics of the ailment appeared to resemble that of a virus; based on our characterization of viruses using the analogy used for describing viruses in Vibrational Herbal Medicine. It turned out to be a weak virus affecting the liver. In our trials to find a cure, the virus reacted positively to some cures designed previously to treat Hep C Viral. In several trials, it became apparent that it may contain two or more simple viruses, which had to be eliminated to affect a cure. A new design was made to eliminate several of the viruses that would form the MBF group, and thus eliminate the ailment totally.
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Introduction

Definition

Familial Mediterranean Fever (FMF) is an inherited disease, characterized by recurrent attacks of fever, inflammation of the abdominal lining (peritonitis), inflammation of the lining surrounding the lungs, painful, swollen joints and a characteristic ankle rash June 29, 2017.

Familial Mediterranean Fever (Juvenile)


Familial Mediterranean Fever (FMF) is a genetic disorder that causes recurrent episodes of fever that are typically accompanied by pain in the abdomen, chest.

Treatments: Colchicine.

Familial Mediterranean Fever (FMF) is a disease of people with genetic origins in the Mediterranean basin, predominantly Sephardic Jews, North African Arabs, Armenians, Turks, Greeks, and Italians. However, cases have occurred among enough other groups (e.g.

Complications of familial Mediterranean fever

The most significant long-term complication of FMF is:

- Chronic renal failure caused by deposition of amyloid protein in the kidneys.

- Amyloid may also be deposited in the gastrointestinal tract, liver, spleen, heart, testes, and thyroid. FMF causes infertility or spontaneous abortion in about one third of women because peritoneal pelvic adhesions form, interfering with conception. In women with FMF, about 20 to 30% of pregnancies end in fetal loss.

Procedure

a. The first case of Mediterranean Basin Fever was brought to my attention, several years after starting to investigate the treatment for Hepatitis C Viral. This was one of the chronic health problems facing the Egyptian Population in the decade of the eighties. A campaign to eradicate Bilharziasis in the populace, in the late seventies and early eighties, left a large number of people infected by then unknown disease, later identified as Hepatitis C Viral. The percentage of the population infected, in the early 1990, ranged between 6 to 10% of the rural population. Many were getting sick and there was not any indication or clue as to how to combat that ailment. It was quite disgraceful, that in a country like Egypt, which was at the leader of science and the scientific world, 5000 years ago, it would be plagued by such an ailment.

b. Hepatitis C Viral was discovered as a Virus, sometime in the early eighties. Research was being conducted in several countries, to find a treatment for it. In the early 1990’s, a friend of mine was diagnosed as having this new and fatal disease, Hep.C. He was given the best care and tried several treatments in the UK, a center for Hep. C studies and treatment, but it seemed that nothing had any effect on this Virus. At that time, I had come in touch with a group of scientists and enthusiasts, trying to treat ailments receiving ancient techniques, alleged to have been used by the Ancients. I enlisted their help in finding a treatment to alleviate the sufferings of this friend. None of these treatments actually had any effect, his situation was getting critical, and finally he lost all hope and he passed away late 1994.

c. During my search for a cure for this friend, I was introduced to several ideas and methodologies that were intriguing to me. The one which interested me was applying some of the techniques of the Ancient Egyptians to diagnose and treat ailments, using some techniques allegedly used by the Ancient Egyptians. The concept that ailments hued the body organs with different colors was intriguing, but did not convince me that this was the solid approach to eliminate a tumor, or to eliminate a virus, much less a mere bacterial infection.

d. This is where I was introduced to the Pharaonic Pendulum, a device designed by the Ancient Egyptians to inspect, check and investigate, using the ability to detect unseen energy signatures emanating from objects, organs, ailments and places. These energies have been identified as similar to the Chinese energies: CHI=Q, YIN=Yn, and YANG=Yg. In addition, I have discovered a fourth energy group which indicates the well being condition. This, I labeled as Ω, omega. This concept became instrumental in all my future work dealing with, discovering causes of ailments, the different types of viruses, a study of autoimmune diseases, some forms of Cancer, its identification and treatments. It was the beginning of my 20 year long struggle to find a cure for Hep.C viral and other diseases, the last of which is Covid-19 and all its variants.
Cases

Case 1

The first case was that of the brother of a friend who had been having gastrointestinal problems for several years. He was diagnosed in the USA as having Mediterranean Basin Fever (MBF). He had various treatments which did not alleviate his suffering. His brother requested my help in treating his brother, indicating that a fresh approach may be helpful. The first cursory check indicated that the cause of this ailment is a virus in the Liver. In examining the Liver, there did not appear to be any energy signatures of any Hep.C. Viral, as that was one of the main concerns for any Egyptians at that time, circa 2011. However, a completely different signature appeared; that of a virus, but not the one indicated for Hep. C.

The Hep. C energy signature, over the course of more than 15 years, was found to be, for the virus energy characteristics, and not indicated in patients.

Energy characteristics:

- $Q = -35$
- $\Omega = -35$
- $\Omega = -35$
- $\Omega = -20$

The energy characteristics, exhibited by this the new virus was much less, and the patient did not have any symptoms of the Hepatitis C viral disease.

The energy characterizing this new virus was as follows:

- $Q = -18$
- $\Omega = -17$
- $\Omega = -20$
- $\Omega = -14$

These values indicated the presence of a virus, probably concentrated in the liver. At that time, I had been experimenting on treatment for Hepatitis C and designing herbal mixtures to eliminate the energies exhibited by the virus in the patients being treated. Concurrently, I had several hundred herbal mixtures available and which resonated with the energies of the Hep C virus in varying degrees. It was decided to try and find out whether this new virus resonates with any of these mixtures, and in what degree, with some of these treatments for Hep.C. After several Trials, one of the mixtures reacted with the new virus. The reaction was strong enough to indicate that a change in this virus may appear if this mixture was taken by the patient. A test of the mixture with the patient appeared in order. The mixture to be studied, was labeled HC 374, and was made in March, 2012. It is totally herbal and affected three of the six Genotypes of HepC. Theoretical testing took place first:

The main energy of the virus was ($Q$) and was = -18. So, the equation being:
Q = -18 + HC 374 = -6. The 8 doses of HC 374 of 1800 mg of the mixture reduced the energy from -18 to -6. If it is taken, there will definitely be some positive change in the condition of the patient. We wanted to find other mixtures that may have a more pronounced effect on this condition. Since some of the Hep C mixtures which I had designed appeared to be effective, some of these were mixtures that were experimented with, to find out how well they reacted with MBF. The first trial was Mix HC374.

The interesting result was that it did help in reducing the symptoms of the patient. As the patient himself put it: I am in the USA, and they have been trying to cure me for the last two years from this ailment, and it took some herbal medicine to reduce my symptoms. It is not as simple as that. MBF has been identified as a genetic disorder, common only to people from the Mediterranean Basin, and countries neighboring the Mediterranean Sea. In that area, it appears that Medical practitioners were quite influenced by the medical opinion of their Northern European and North American Colleagues.

Our results from our patient were just the beginning. We wanted to complete the cure of this annoying disease. We continued experimenting to find why we still have some remnant energy groups lingering by. Our first reaction was that the first mixture, although effective, was not strong enough to eliminate all of the virus energy. We tested some more of the mixtures that were made close to that date, so that similarities may be found, we discovered another mixture that would eliminate the remaining energy group of MBF this was mixture HC376. It was sent to the patient, who lived in California, USA. When the medicine reached him, three weeks later; he started taking it. The dose prescribed was for about eight days, we could detect some changes as he started taking the medicine. After eight days, the energies disappeared and so did the symptoms.

Case 2

It appeared that his daughter started complaining of the same symptoms. She was diagnosed with MBF. It became apparent that it runs in families. An indication that it might be a virus. With two different mixtures identified that eliminated that particular ailment, we were on the right track. The second patient; the daughter, was younger, and the dose was slightly reduced, halved, and the period extended, to obtain the required results. The patient was given the treatments at the same time as there appeared to be no conflict, and the results were quite impressive. All symptoms disappeared after the first batch and there was no need for any other treatments.

Case 3

This was young patient, of about 28 years who had been suffering from MFB symptoms but were mistaken as gastrointestinal complications. Such ailments are common in Egypt and are easily mistaken. The two mixtures, designated as a cure for MBF were tested, and there was very good response. About 12% of the energy exhibited did not disappear after treatment. The symptoms were reduced tremendously, and the patient was feeling much better except for that occasional pain and discomfort. We searched in our stock for another magical mixture, until we found one that eliminated all symptoms in about 4 days of treatment. The patient was cured. This matter of MBF, was dropped, as no new patients appeared and there was a great deal of political unrest in the country, which was not conducive to scientific research. Other matters became more pressing, such as not being able to contact my Hep.C patients and not supplying them with the required medication to complete the elimination of the hateful Hep. C Virus. We were so close; we had identified, numerically, all six Genotypes, but had two or three treatments that would eliminate the Virus. We wanted a universal Herbal Cure for HepC Viral, to eliminate all six Genotypes, two 900 mg capsules, in 45 to 55 days of treatment, and produce a permanent negative Viral Load, thus eliminating the Virus. C. Genotype I of the Hep C viral Genotypes was the obstacle, until then, it needed a treatment of its own. We finally did that, but, due to the large pool of Hep C patients in Egypt, and as it is a huge reservoir of subjects for testing new procedures of Hep C treatments, with the right approach. (Huge Pharma) swooped down and eliminated the competitive field. Four years later; we still believe that our product is safer, more effective and tremendously cheaper, in curing Hep C Viral.
MBF, was forgotten for some time, as we had lost interest in treatments, but our interest was to write up our experience on paper, the various stages we went through, the different paths that were followed, some were quite successful, others not so, but gave us other leads. The core revelation of these years of study is the discovery of Vibrational Herbal Medicine, which employs the vibrational energies of mixtures to counteract the energies of the disease, whether it be a viral, bacterial, autoimmune or simply a change in the energies of an organ or a muscle, that is the cause of the disease, and remedy that if one can.

We worked where we were needed and as cases became available. The publications were thus varied. Some case studies have not yet been published, although we believe in the power of our discoveries, and believe that this is a trend that should not be ignored. The Chemical approach to search for solutions is becoming fraught with new and uncertain and unstable new materials (in the long run) that may not be totally safe in this very health conscious environment. Our latest work on the Covid-19, is a case in point. Our research on Covid-19 is unsurpassed, months beyond any understanding or knowledge that scientist had, with a magical cure, which eliminated the Covid-19 virus in less than 20 hours. Publication on line, of this information, notifying Health Officials, various offices of the so called WHO, in Major countries, offer to try the medicine, as it eliminates the virus in less than 20 hours on any one, that it is perfectly safe, 100% effective, even on the most complicated cases, did not appear to have any effect. Emails were not answered, officials were none responsive, Presidents did not appear to care, is it because that this is a huge conspiracy? Against whom; Humanity, the Human Race, perpetrated by some ruthless Pharmaceutical Groups; a Virus, with no apparent antidote, killing people, nobody seems to knows how to eliminate it, but funny enough, this apparent simple cure, nobody cares to inquire about? In the mean time, (Big Pharma) is selling to the crazed masses, non-effective medicines to an ignorant population, propping up profits and maybe, accidentally, curing a few patients, on the way. However, the new Gold mine to big Pharma, is the vaccine craze. We scare everybody to be vaccinated so as not to contract the disease, make billions more than creating a cure, and we are ever the richer for it. All of a sudden, nobody cares for a cure; but to get vaccinated. How safe is this vaccine? How long is it valid? What are the long term side effects that may appear? Whatever, these side effects would probably be blamed on an existing condition? Obesity, diabetes, High blood pressure, any kind of defect in the human condition could be easily blamed for such an adverse reaction to the vaccine. Sorry, Covid-19, is a weak virus, made up of three strains, that can be eliminated in less than 24 hours, using two doses of two 900 mg per capsule of specially mixed common herbs, twelve hours apart, and the virus disappears and disintegrates. If untreated, it is a killer virus. But no one wants to believe or try the cure. It has worked in the worst of conditions, in intensive care units where it was smuggled in to save practically dying people. Could this be a different type of conspiracy? The Science used and the Methodology employed are so simple, but quite complex to the scientifically trained 21st Century scientist. It is beyond him/her.

Case 5 and 6

Beyond the complexities for a World faced with Covid-19 and bungling bureaucrats trying to simulate their understanding and caring, by lock-ups, mask wearing (it is important) and no mingling, some few cases of Mediterranean Basin Fever (MBF), reappeared. Actually, they have been there, but some cases came my way. A 35 year old surgeon expressed his concern about his recurring intestinal problems, after he had operated successfully on an intestinal Blockage of a friend of mine. When he related his condition and the frequency of the attacks, it appeared to be the symptoms of MBF. Further inquiries indicated that he had been suffering from that condition for several years.

It is important to check if our diagnosis is correct by checking the energy characteristics of the ailment. The energy of the virus discovered as the cause of the ailment was:

- \( Q = -23 \)
- \( Y_n = -20 \)
- \( Y_g = -18 \)
- \( \Omega = -12 \).
This results indicates a virus, but not as strong as the HepC Virus characteristics. To check on that, we used one of the mixtures already used to eliminate MBF in another patient. The results were satisfactory, although only 70% of the energy of the virus was eliminated. Another mixture was chosen that gave a 100% elimination of the energies of the virus in the patient. The duration of the treatment was calculated to be 12 days in 12 doses of 1800 mg of the treatment daily. The medicine was presented to the patient, with clear instruction on how to administer the medicine. We monitored the progress of the patient daily, and it appeared that the energy characteristics were decreasing appropriately. After the end of the treatment, the patient felt well and none of the previous symptoms appeared. However, two weeks after the end of the treatment, the patient suffered a similar episode like the previous ones that he had been treated for. On a second check, there appeared to have emerged another virus, but with slightly lower energy characteristics:

- \( Q = -14 \)
- \( Y_n = -12 \)
- \( Y_g = -12 \)
- \( \Omega = -8 \).

These did not respond to the first mixture given to the patient, and it indicated that it was a new virus, exhibiting the similar symptoms as before, but not the first virus. A new mixture was chosen that reacts with the new energies, and it was prescribed to the patient. Since a new virus appeared, it became clear that MBF may be composed of more than one virus, maybe two or three. We started looking to the MBF as a composite of virus systems that cause that ailment. At the same time as this patient was being treated, another patient appeared with symptoms that are usually associated with MBF. She was a female of about 25 years old, with bouts that actually render her unable to function normally. She was diagnosed with MBF, treated with the available pharmaceutical medication which usually did not work. We started trying to identify how many virus systems may be involved in this Ailment. We already identified two CVS, so we wanted a universal treatment to totally eliminate MBF. We designed a mixture that would eliminate several CVS that may be associated with MBF.

The initial tests were quite satisfying, and eliminated three different CVS in that patient, after taking the new medication for three weeks. The symptoms disappeared totally after the initial period of treatment and did not reappear. We appear to have the MBF ailment, reasonably surrounded as a group of weak viruses hitting the liver and causing the symptoms which people suffer from. Some practitioners tend to term this affliction as Crohn’s Disease [6]. However, we believe that they are not the same.

**Results and Conclusion**

a. In many cases Mediterranean Basin Fever has been mistaken for Crohn’s Disease.

b. In several cases studied it appeared that the symptoms were the product of a weak virus in the liver.

c. Some of our treatments for HepC viral, singularly or in unison, actually eliminated the symptoms of MBF.

d. This prompted us to study the ailment more closely and discovered that it is caused by two or more weak viruses that afflict the liver.

e. Several designs of vibrational herbal medicines were made and tried until we reached a universal cure that eliminates MBF, with a dose of 1800 mg per day for around 24 days, would eliminate the MBF symptoms completely [1-5].
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